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War of 1812 The War of 1812 involved a military conflict between the British 

Empire and the forces from the United s. The war became declared in 1812 

by the United States due to a number of reasons (O’Neill & Benn, 2011). 

Among the reasons that resulted in the given War of 1812 were trade 

restrictions put on United States by the British Empire. During that time, 

Britain was at war with France and, therefore, tried to restrict the United 

States from any trade connections with their enemies (Hickey, 2012). On 

imposing such trade restrictions with Britain’s enemies despite maintaining 

neutrality in the war between France and Britain, United States felt violated 

of their rights to trade freely (Childress, 2004). 

Another reason that led to the declaration of the war in 1812 emanated from

the British offering support to the American Indian tribes during American 

expansion. The British helped the American Indians in killing some of the 

Americans. The British hence helped in fueling the tension between the 

Americans and the Indian tribes (Gilbert & Hook, 2012). 

In having known the reasons for the occurrence of the given war of 1812, the

war emanating was inevitable. Following the British involvement in 

restricting the Americans in trading with some of their enemies plus the 

British supporting the Americans Indians to go into war with the American 

settlers somehow sparked a good reason for America to wage war on the 

British (Hickey, 2012). 
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